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Allyson Dykstra, Shannon Stockelman, and Ashley Walters recently participated in the Michigan State University (MSU) Interior Design Student Organization’s Interior Design Charrette. Of the five competing teams, Shannon’s team took first place in the competition and Allyson and Ashley’s team took second place. The two placing teams received scholarship money as a prize.

The event took place Saturday, March 25th on MSU’s campus and included students from several local campuses. Students were challenged to design a space, put together a presentation, and pitch their concepts to a panel of Interior Design professionals, all in one day! Ashley shared that, “it was really neat to see different skill sets from different schools, and it was even more special that we got to teach some of our own drafting skills to our new friends at MSU.” These students proved that when Bronco’s head out to compete, they always make a great showing!